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Definitions and abbreviations 
In this Report, unless otherwise provided, please refer to the following definitions and abbreviations: 

Term Definition 

ACN  Australian Company Number 

Act Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) 

ACST Australian Central Standard Time 

Administrators Rob Kirman and Rob Brauer of McGrathNicol 

Administrators’ Report 
or this Report 

This report to creditors prepared by the Administrators, pursuant to section 75-228 of 
Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) 2016 

ALLPAP All Present and After Acquired Property 

ANZ Australian and New Zealand Banking Group Limited 

ARITA Australian Restructuring, Insolvency & Turnaround Association  

ARITA Code ARITA Code of Professional Practice 

ARV Auction Realisable Value 

ASIC Australian Securities and Investments Commission 

ATO Australian Taxation Office 

BAS Business Activity Statement 

c. circa 

Company Sun Block Blinds (WA) Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 

COGS Cost of Goods Sold 

COI Committee of Inspection 

COVID-19 Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic 

CY Calendar Year 

Director Mr Emile Panossian, in his capacity as sole director of Sun Block Blinds 

DIRRI Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities 

DOCA Deed of Company Arrangement 

DoT Department of Transport 

EGPS Panossian Emile, Gay and Shirley Panossian 

EOI Expression of Interest 

ERV Estimated Realisable Value 

FBO Final Binding Offer 

FEG Fair Entitlements Guarantee 

First Meeting First Meetings of Creditors, held on 31 January 2022 pursuant to section 436E of the 
Act 

FMV Fair Market Value 

FYXX Financial year ended 30 June 20XX 

Grays Grays Online (auctioneers) 

GST Goods and Service Tax 

k Thousand 
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Term Definition 

Liquidators Rob Kirman and Rob Brauer of McGrathNicol (if creditors resolve to wind up Sun Block 
Blinds at the Second Meeting and appoint the Administrators) 

Motorshades Motorshades Pty Ltd 

NBIO Non-Binding Indicative Offer 

NBV Net Book Value 

NES National Employment Standards 

NLBT Net Loss Before Tax 

NPBT Net Profit Before Tax 

OLV Orderly Liquidation Value 

PAYG Pay as You Go Withholding 

PILN Payment In Lieu of Notice 

Premises 780 Marshall Road, Malaga WA 6090 

POD Proof of Debt 

PPSR Personal Property and Securities Register 

P&E Plant and Equipment 

P&L Profit and Loss 

Relation Back Period Six months from the appointment of the Administrators, being 19 July 2021 

ROCAP Report on Company Activities and Property 

ROT Retention of Title 

SAV Stock at Value 

Second Meeting Second Meeting of Creditors to be held on 23 February 2022 pursuant to section 
s439A of the Act 

SGC Superannuation Guarantee Charge 

Sun Block Blinds  Sun Block Blinds (WA) Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)  

VA Voluntary Administration 

WA Western Australia 

WDV Written Down Value 

Westpac Westpac Banking Corporation (including subsidiary St George Bank Ltd) (St George) 

WIP Work in Progress 

YoY Year on Year 

YTD Year to date 
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 Executive Summary 

 Appointment 

On 18 January 2022, the Director appointed Rob Kirman and Rob Brauer as Voluntary Administrators of Sun Block Blinds, 
pursuant to section 436A of the Act. 

Immediately following the appointment, the Administrators entered into control and possession of the assets and 
undertakings of Sun Block Blinds.  

 Object of Administration 

Voluntary Administrators are empowered by the Act to assume control of insolvent companies (or those likely to become 
insolvent), superseding the power of the directors and officers, to manage the company’s affairs and deal with their assets 
in the interest of creditors and members (if applicable). 

The intention of voluntary administration is to maximise the prospects of an insolvent company continuing in existence (in 
whole or in part) or, if that is not possible, to achieve a better return to creditors and members (if relevant) than would be 
achieved by its immediate liquidation. 

During voluntary administration there is a moratorium in respect of most pre-administration creditor claims.  The 
Administrators are required to investigate the company’s affairs and report to the creditors on the possible outcomes, and 
to inform and assist creditors prior to voting at the second meeting of creditors. Ultimately, the outcome of the 
administration is determined by the creditors of the insolvent company at a second meeting of creditors. 

 Purpose of report 

Pursuant to section 439A of the Act, the Administrators must convene the Second Meeting and provide: 

 a report about the business, property, affairs and financial circumstances of Sun Block Blinds (i.e. this Report); and 

 a statement setting out the Administrators’ opinion, supported by their reasons (included in this Report), about 
each of the following matters: 

– whether it would be in creditors’ interest for the administration to end; 

– whether it would be in creditors’ interest to execute a DOCA and, if a DOCA is proposed, a statement 
setting out the details of the proposed DOCA; and 

– whether it would be in creditors’ interest for Sun Block Blinds to be wound up. 

Creditors are able to vote on the options above at the Second Meeting, which will determine the future of Sun Block 
Blinds.  A DOCA may only be voted on if a proposal is submitted to the Administrators.  Alternatively, the Second Meeting 
may be adjourned for up to 45 business days, or extended by the Court. 

The purpose of this Report is to inform creditors about the Administrators’ investigations into Sun Block Blinds’ business, 
property, affairs and financial circumstances, together with the estimated return creditors can expect to received via the 
external administration, so that they may make an informed decision regarding the future of the Company at the Second 
Meeting. 

 First Meeting 

Section 436E of the Act requires the Administrators to conduct the First Meeting within eight business days of their 
appointment. The only business capable of being conducted by creditors at the First Meeting is to appoint alternative 
administrators (if relevant) and/or form a COI. 

The First Meeting was held on 31 January 2022.  The meeting was attended by a number of creditors in person (virtually) 
and by proxy.  The Administrators (appointed by the Director) remained in office and there was no motion to form a COI. 

The minutes of the First Meeting were lodged with ASIC and creditors may obtain a copy from ASIC or by contacting this 
office. 
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 Convening period 

Section 439A of the Act requires the Administrators to convene a second meeting of creditors within 20 business days (or 
25 business days in certain circumstances) of being appointed.  This is referred to as the “convening period”.  The second 
meeting of creditors is to be held within 5 business days before or after the end of the convening period.  

 Second Meeting 

The purpose of the Second Meeting is for creditors to: 

 resolve the future of Sun Block Blinds. The options available, which are explained below and a recommendation 
provided, including whether Sun Block Blinds should: 

− be returned to the control of the Director; or 

− enter into a DOCA; or 

− enter into liquidation. 

 consider and, if thought fit, approve the remuneration of the Administrators;  

 if Sun Block Blinds accepts a DOCA proposal: 

− consider and, if thought fit, approve the prospective remuneration of the Deed Administrators; or 

 if Sun Block Blinds is wound up: 

− consider and, if thought fit, approve the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators; 

− consider the appointment of a COI; 

− consider authorising the Liquidators to destroy the books and records of Sun Block Blinds earlier than the 
standard statutory period, should consent from ASIC be obtained; 

− consider authorising the Liquidators to compromise debts of Sun Block Blinds under Section 477(2A) of 
the Act; and 

− consider authorising the Liquidators to enter into agreements that may take longer than three months to 
complete under Section 477(2B) of the Act.  

The Second Meeting for Sun Block Blinds has been convened for 23 February 2022.  Important information regarding the 
Second Meeting is set out below. 

 

A Form 529A ‘Notice of Second Meeting of Creditors’ is attached to this report, together with a Form 535 ‘Formal Proof of 
Claim’ and Form 532 ‘Appointment of Proxy‘.   

Creditors wishing to attend and participate in voting at the Second Meeting are required to complete and return Form 535 
and Form 532 to this office no later than 4.00pm (AWST) on 22 February 2022.  Creditors who have already lodged a proof 
of debt do not need to complete a new proof but will be required to complete and return a Form 532. 

Whilst the technical meeting location will be at the offices of McGrathNicol Perth, Level 19, 2 The Esplanade, Perth WA 
6000, the Second Meeting will be held virtually as a Zoom webinar and creditors will not be able to attend in person.  
Creditors wishing to attend should contact Annie Purbrick of this office via email (apurbrick@mcgrathnicol.com) or by 
phone on (08) 6363 7637 by 4.00pm (AWST) on 22 February 2022 to obtain particulars and detailed instructions regarding 
participation in the virtual meeting (noting that a completed Form 535 and Form 532 will be required). 

Particulars of Second Meeting of Creditors

Date 23 February 2022

Time 3:00 PM (AWST)

Place of meeting Virtually only

Deadline for return of meeting documents 22 February 2022 at 4:00 PM (AWST)

Electronic facilities available Yes

Meeting enquiries Annie Purbrick (08) 6363 7637
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A person, or the proxy or attorney of a person who participates in the meeting by telephone, must pay any costs incurred 
by them in participating and is not entitled to be reimbursed for those costs from the assets of Sun Block Blinds.  

 Committee of Inspection  

In the event that creditors resolve that Sun Block Blinds be wound up, creditors may resolve to form a COI.  A COI can be 
useful to provide the Liquidators with a sounding board as to likely creditor views, and in approving any matters which 
may be authorised by a COI.  At the Second Meeting, creditors will be invited to consider whether a COI should be formed 
in the event Sun Block Blinds is wound up, and if so, to nominate and appoint the members.  

 Trading  

Sun Block Blinds ceased its trading operations in October 2021 (prior to the appointment of the Administrators) following 
an unsuccessful attempt to sell the Business as a going concern.  The majority of the assets of the Company were 
subsequently realised by the Director and the Business’ trading premises (owned by related interests) has been vacated 
and sold.   

Accordingly, the Administrators did not undertake any trading activities following their appointment.  

 Deed of Company Arrangement  

There is no DOCA proposal for creditors to consider in this report or at the Second Meeting.  

 Investigations undertaken 

The Administrators have undertaken preliminary investigations into the affairs of Sun Block Blinds, with a view to 
understanding any possible recoveries that may be available for creditors’ benefit if Sun Block Blinds was placed into 
liquidation.   

Actions taken by the Administrators include: 

 issued a ROCAP and questionnaire to the Director and considered the response; 

 reviewed Sun Block Blind’s MYOB accounting file, and liaised with the Company’s external accountants and 
bookkeeper, as necessary; 

 reviewed the books and records of Sun Block Blinds, including statutory documents and correspondence; 

 receipted electronic images of IT infrastructure and reviewed information as necessary; 

 held discussions with the Director and various other parties regarding the affairs of Sun Block Blinds; and 

 conducted searches of publicly available information such as ASIC, the PPSR, DoT and the ATO. 

Potential recoveries from liquidator actions could increase the funds available to maximise the return to creditors.  The 
types of possible recoveries available to a liquidator may include preferential payments to creditors, an insolvent trading 
claim against the Director, uncommercial transactions and the recovery of unreasonable related party transactions.  
Potential liquidator actions are discussed in detail in section 6. 

The Administrators’ preliminary investigations indicate that Sun Block Blinds was likely insolvent from at least 22 October 
2021 on withdrawal of the final interested party and cessation of the going concern sale of business process undertaken 
by the Director.  Whilst the director did take steps to wind down the business and cease its trading following notification 
of withdrawal of the last remaining interested party, Company records indicate further debts were incurred from 
22 October 2021 and remain unpaid.   

Given the (i) relatively short time between the estimated date of insolvency and the appointment of the Administrators, (ii) 
limited value of unpaid creditors during the period (i.e. less than c.$0.1 million), and (iii) Director’s actions to cease trading 
and wind up the business, the Liquidators would need to consider whether a commercial claim is available to creditors in 
relation to insolvent trading in a liquidation scenario.      

Other claims have also been identified by the Administrators, including (i) a potential breach of director duties by the 
Director, and (ii) potential claims against related parties in relation to loan accounts and monies withdrawn from the 
Company.     

Further investigation of these matters will be undertaken in the event Sun Block Blinds is placed into liquidation.  These are 
discussed further in section 6 of this report.   
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 ERV 

The Administrators have undertaken preliminary work to determine the likely return to creditors in liquidation and note the 
following: 

 Net asset realisations are insufficient to repay Sun Block Blinds’ secured creditor(s);  

 Priority (employee) creditors will be dependent on FEG to meet their priority claims (excluding unpaid superannuation, 
leave and redundancy entitlements over and above certain limits, as well as excluded employees); and 

 A dividend to unsecured creditors is unlikely absent material recoveries from potential Liquidator recovery actions, 
which based on preliminary investigations appears unlikely.    

 Recommendation 

At the Second Meeting of creditors to be held on 23 February 2022, creditors will be asked to make a decision by passing 
a resolution in respect of options available to them.   

In this Report, the Administrators have recommended that creditors of Sun Block Blinds vote to place Sun Block Blinds 
into liquidation, noting a DOCA Proposal has not been received, and it is not appropriate (due to its insolvency) that 
the Company be returned to the control of the Director.  
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 Administrators’ prior involvement 

 Initial assessment 

The Administrators undertook a proper assessment of the risks to their independence prior to accepting the appointment 
as Administrators of Sun Block Blinds in accordance with the law and applicable standards. This assessment identified no 
real or potential threats to their independence. The Administrators were not aware of any reasons that would prevent them 
from acting as Administrators.  

In accordance with section 436D of the Act and the ARITA Code, a DIRRI reflecting the above was provided with the 
Administrators’ first communication to creditors, being notice of the First Meeting. 

The DIRRI disclosed the Administrators’ independence, that there were no personal or professional relationships with Sun 
Block Blinds or related parties and no indemnities received in relation to the appointment.  

The DIRRI was tabled at the First Meeting and is attached at Appendix A. 

 Ongoing assessment 

The Administrators continue to monitor and assess their independence in respect of Sun Block Blinds as matters develop 
and further information becomes available. 

At the date of this Report, no additional information or circumstances altering the Administrators’ opinion regarding their 
independence has arisen and, as such, there is no change to the information provided in the DIRRI. 

The Administrators remain of the view that our prior professional relationships as outlined in the DIRRI do not create or give 
rise to any real or perceived conflicts of interest.   
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 Background  

 History 

Sun Block Blinds was incorporated in 1998 and operated a custom design window treatments and budget flooring 
business from premises in Malaga, Western Australia.  Sun Block Blinds largely supplied the residential building sector with 
window treatment goods and services, and supplied and installed (to a lesser extent) budget flooring to that same sector.   

The budget flooring division traded under the business name Floor Depot WA.    

Sun Block Blinds ceased to trade on or around 22 October 2021, with the employment of 14 employees being terminated 
at that time.  

Following an unsuccessful attempt to sell the business as a going concern, the Director ceased trading the business, and 
attempted to realise the Company’s assets and discharge all liabilities on a solvent basis.  The Director and direct family 
members have also sold personal property to assist with discharging Company debts.   

Unfortunately, following less than anticipated proceeds from the sale of stock and plant and equipment, the Director 
formed the view that a solvent winding up was not possible, and appointed voluntary administrators on 18 January 2022.  

The factors contributing to financial difficulties of Sun Block Blinds and the events leading up to the Administrators’ 
appointment are detailed in section 3.7. 

 Company details 

The key particulars of Sun Block Blinds are as follows: 

 

 Officer holders 

Per ASIC records, the sole Director and Secretary of Sun Block Blinds is as follows: 

 

  

Company details

Details Description

Company name: Sun Block Blinds (WA) Pty Ltd

ACN 082 696 615

ABN 57 082 696 615

Company type Australian Private Company

Registered office 31 Collier Road, Morley WA 6062

Incorporation date 20-May-98

Share capital $5,000

Source: ASIC database

Current and former office holders

Name Position held Status Appointment date Cease date

Emile Panossian Director / Secretary Current 20 May 1998 n/a

Graham Kenneth Matcham Director / Secretary Former 20 May 1998 20 May 1998

Source: ASIC database
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 Shareholders 

The current and former shareholders of Sun Block Blinds are as follows: 

 

 Security interests 

PPSR searches on the Administrators’ appointment disclosed 17 security interests registered against Sun Block Blinds (as 
summarised below): 

 

The Administrators have undertaken a review of security interests registered and claimed against Sun Block Blinds, and 
comment as follows: 

 Westpac 

Westpac hold a registered security interest in relation to Sun Block Blinds, being an ALLPAP registration supported by a 
first ranking GSA over all or substantially all of the assets of Sun Block Blinds.  The Administrators have reviewed Westpac’s 
security documentation and consider it is valid and enforceable. 

Prior to the appointment of the Administrators, Westpac’s secured debt (c.$1.5 million) was repaid in full from the sale of 
Sun Block Blind’s former trading premises in Malaga owned by EGPS Panossian (comprising the Director and direct family 
members in their personal capacities). 

In support of the repayment of the Company’s Westpac debt by EGPS Panossian, a Deed of Assignment of Securities (by 
way of subrogation) was executed between Westpac, Sun Block Blinds and EGPS Panossian.  The effect of the Deed of 
Assignment of securities, is to subrogate EGPS Panossian as the secured creditor of Sun Block Blinds (taking Westpac’s 
position) by virtue of the settlement of a loan to Sun Block Blinds from Westpac out of the sale proceeds of property 
owned by EGPS Panossian. 

Shareholder details

Shareholder Status Class Total shareholding %

Emile Panossian Current Ordinary 1 2,250 45% 

Gay Kathryn Panossian Current Ordinary 1 2,250 45% 

Shirley Marie Panossian Current Ordinary 1 500 10% 

Phillip Emile Panossian Former Ordinary 1 500 n/a

Shirley Marie Panossian Former Ordinary 500 n/a

Phillip Emile Panossian Former Ordinary 500 n/a

Phillip Emile Panossian Former Ordinary 500 n/a

Shirley Marie Panossian Former Ordinary 500 n/a

Emile Panossian Former Ordinary 2,000 n/a

Gay Kathryn Panossian Former Ordinary 2,000 n/a

Source: ASIC database

PPSR Summary

Secured Party PMSI Description Registrations held Registration start date

Westpac Not provided All PAP with Exception 1 4-May-16

Motorshades Pty Ltd (Deregistered) Yes All PAP 7 10-Oct-17

Aluminium Specialties Group Pty Ltd Yes Other Goods 1 30-Jan-12

Basford Brands Pty Ltd Yes Other Goods 1 8-Mar-12

Godfrey Hirst Australia Pty Ltd Yes Other Goods 1 15-Jan-15

Airstep Australia Pty Ltd No Other Goods 1 23-Oct-17

Darley Aluminium Trading Pty Ltd Yes Other Goods 2 20-Dec-17

GC Leasing Melbourne Pty Ltd Yes Other Goods 1 1-Aug-19

West Coast Hire and Sales Pty Ltd Yes Motor Vehicle 2 2-Oct-20

Source: PPSR database
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By virtue of the (i) validity and enforceability of Westpac’s securities, and (ii) the executed Deed of Assignment of Securities 
between Westpac, Sun Block Blinds and EGPS Panossian, the Administrators consider that EGPS Panossian holds a valid 
and enforceable security interest over Sun Block Blinds entitling it to first ranking priority to the assets and undertakings of 
Sun Block Blinds.  

 Motorshades 

Motorshades (now deregistered) was a similar business to that of Sun Block Blinds owned and operated by the Director’s 
son.  Motorshades entered external administration in October 2017.   

In addition to substantial lending from Sun Block Blinds to Motorshades (which was funded Sun Block’s Westpac 
borrowings), Sun Block Blinds purchased assets and stock from the Administrators of Motorshades pursuant to an asset 
sale contract.  The Administrators understand that this transaction is the substance of the PPSR registrations against Sun 
Block Blinds in favour of Motorshades, which ordinarily should have been removed on completion of the transaction. 

Furthermore, Motorshades has since been liquidated and is now deregistered, rendering any interest in the assets of Sun 
Block Blinds unenforceable.  

 Other 

The remaining PPSR security interests relate to pre-appointment supply and/or asset hire arrangements.  The 
Administrators have written to all security interest holders and sought further details in respect of these registrations 
and/or release. 

 Books and records 

The Administrators are required to provide an opinion as to whether the books and records of Sun Block Blinds were 
maintained in accordance with section 286 of the Act, which requires companies to maintain financial records that: 

 correctly record and explain their transactions and financial position and performance; and 

 would enable true and fair financial statements to be prepared and audited. 

Failure to maintain books and records in accordance with section 286 of the Act is a rebuttable presumption of insolvency, 
which can be relied upon by a liquidator in an application for compensation for insolvent trading or recovery of other 
insolvent transactions. Accordingly, the state of the books and records for Sun Block Blinds are material to creditors’ 
decisions concerning the future of Sun Block Blinds. 

The books and records of Sun Block Blinds are discussed below: 
 

Books and Records Administrators Comments 

Accounting files and associated 
working papers 

Two MYOB accounting files (one for each division of the business) were 
maintained by Sun Block Blinds’ external bookkeeper and were updated and 
reconciled on a regular basis. 
 
The Administrators have received access to the MYOB files. 
 
Sun Block Blinds did not maintain any ongoing record of stock on hand and 
based on the value of the stocktake procured by the Director prior to the 
Administrators’ appointment, Sun Block Blinds may have materially overstated 
stock on hand in management accounts.   

Financial statements 
 

The Administrators have received copies of financial statements and/or income 
tax returns prepared for each financial year by Sun Block Blinds’ external 
accountant since FY17.  At the time of the Administrators’ appointment, 
financial statements were prepared to FY20, and tax returns lodged. 
 
Draft FY21 accounts were prepared but not finalised.   
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Books and Records Administrators Comments 

Bank records including account 
statements, cheque and deposit 
books 

Banking records (including bank statements and reconciliations) were 
maintained by the external bookkeepers and regularly reconciled.  The 
Administrators have been provided with copies of bank statements for Sun 
Block Blinds’ pre-appointment bank accounts for the 24 months preceding the 
appointment.  
 
Payments to suppliers/creditors were made predominantly online via EFT. 

Contracts / agreements Loan and financing agreements were maintained by the Director and Sun Block 
Blinds’ accountants and advisors.  

Employee records, including 
payroll and superannuation 
information 

Employee records, including entitlement balances, awards and contracts of 
employment (to the extent they exist) were maintained internally and have been 
provided to the Administrators.   
 
The Administrators note that certain employment arrangements with staff do 
not appear to have been documented. 

Information pertaining to 
Creditor / Debtor positions 

Debtor and creditor balances, supporting invoices and additional information 
was maintained in Sun Block Blinds’ MYOB management accounts and have 
been provided to the Administrators. 

Asset registers Whilst depreciation schedules have not been provided to the Administrators, it 
appears depreciation was recorded on a regular basis by Sun Block Blinds’ 
accountants.  

 

Overall, the Administrators preliminary view is that Sun Block Blinds has maintained the types of records one would expect, 
for an entity of its size and nature, and is likely to have met the requirements of section 286 of the Act.   

 Factors contributing to financial difficulties 

The Director of Sun Block Blinds attributed the failure of the business to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the 
construction industry and the economic challenges being experienced by the construction industry in WA generally.  

The Administrators understand that Sun Block Blinds loaned c.$1.2 million to fund an underperforming business that was 
owned and operated by the Director’s son, Motorshades Pty Ltd (Motorshades), prior to Motorshades entering external 
administration during FY18, which has contributed to the financial difficulties of Sun Block Blinds.  Motorshades was 
subsequently placed into liquidation and deregistered in FY20.   

The Motorshades loan was funded by debt incurred by Sun Block Blinds, which placed significant burden onto the 
Company.   

In addition to the above, Sun Block Blinds has reported sustained trading losses since at least FY19, and gross margin has 
deteriorated significantly since then, placing cash flow and working capital pressures on operations. 

As noted earlier in this report, following an unsuccessful going concern sale process, the Director attempted to realise the 
Company’s assets, discharge all liabilities and wind up the company on a solvent basis.  Unfortunately, following less than 
anticipated proceeds from the sale of stock and plant and equipment, the Director formed the view that a solvent winding 
up was not possible, and appointed voluntary administrators on 18 January 2022.  

From the Administrators’ investigations to date, the Administrators’ consider that in addition to the Directors’ comments, the 
below factors also contributed significantly to the financial difficulties and ultimate insolvency of Sun Block Blinds: 

 Sustained trading losses; 

 poor strategic decision making and cost control to address the financial underperformance; 

 funding of underperforming and insolvent related entities; and 

 unrecoverable related party loans.  
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 Financial performance and position  

The financial information presented herein is provided in order for creditors to better understand Sun Block Blinds’ financial 
history.  The information presented is based on year-end financial statements and/or management accounts.   

The Administrators have not carried out an audit, nor verified the accounts in preparation of the summarised profit and 
loss and balance sheet set out in this Report.  Accordingly, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is provided by the 
Administrators in respect of Sun Block Blinds’ historical financial information. 

 Profit and loss 

The financial performance of Sun Block Blinds as reported in the externally prepared financial statements for FY19, FY20 
and FY21 (in draft), together with unadjusted FY22 YTD (to 18 January 2022) management accounts, is summarised in the 
table below: 

 

We make the following observations in relation to Sun Block Blinds’ historical financial performance: 

 The Administrators were unable to extract a profit & loss statement for FY22 YTD for the Floor Depot WA division 
of the business, and accordingly the above FY22 YTD figures represent the profit & loss results of the window 
treatments division only.  

 Sun Block Blinds reported consecutive and material EBITDA and net losses from FY19 (and prior).  Accumulated 
net losses from 1 July 2018 to 18 January 2022 total c.$1.9 million. 

Profit and loss summary

$'000 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22YTD

Sales 2,416 1,862 1,629 525

Total revenue 2,416 1,862 1,629 525

Wages (1,176) (1,121) (1,105) (276)

Materials and supplies (466) (364) (457) (50)

Freight, customs and duties (31) (21) (35) (55)

Fitting and measuring (212) (161) (129) (49)

Other direct costs (188) (48) (2) (0)

Total cost of services (2,073) (1,713) (1,728) (430)

Gross profit/(loss) 343 149 (99) 95

Gross margin (%) 16.6% 8.7% (5.7%) 22.0% 

Other income 22 178 317 (2)

Employee termination payments  -  -  - (191)

Superannuation (109) (102) (99) (33)

Bad debts written off  -  -  - (79)

Bank and merchant charges (22) (29) (35) (8)

Insurance (44) (44) (44) 2

Legal, accounting and advisory fees (20) (11) (17) (88)

Motor vehicle expenses (21) (22) (20) (5)

Premises rent & rates (294) (296) (292) (84)

Utilities (16) (6) (11) (7)

Other overheads (180) (115) (74) (71)

Total expenses (706) (626) (591) (562)

EBITDA (341) (299) (373) (470)

Interest (116) (88) (85) (35)

Depreciation & amortisation (17) (14) (13)  - 

Net profit / (loss) (473) (401) (471) (505)

Source: Accountant prepared financial statements and MYOB accounting software
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 Declining revenue (c.23% in FY20 compounded by a further c.13% in FY21) coupled with generally stable COGS 
has generated an insufficient and declining gross profit contribution to meet general trading expenses since at 
least FY19.   

 Other income during FY20 and FY21 largely comprise Government COVID-19 stimulus. 

 Employee termination payments totalling c.$191k for FY22YTD relate to estimated employee entitlements 
outstanding to former employees of Sun Block Blinds whose employment was terminated prior to the 
appointment of the Administrators.  Whilst expensed in management accounts, employee entitlements have not 
been paid and employees will be reliant on FEG to meet their priority claims (excluding unpaid superannuation). 

 Historical financial position 

The financial position of Sun Block Blinds as at FY18, FY19, FY20, FY21 and as at the date of the Administrators’ appointment 
on 18 January 2022 is summarised in the table below: 

 

We make the following observations in relation to Sun Block Blinds’ historical financial position: 

 The FY22 YTD balance sheet of Sun Block Blinds comprise both the window treatment and flooring divisions 
extracted from their respective MYOB accounting files, and have been consolidated by the Administrators in 
accordance with the Sun Block Blinds’ external accountant’s prior year practices.   

 Sun Block Blinds’ reported net financial position has significantly deteriorated from a net asset position of c.$1.3 
million in FY18 to a net liability position of c.$16k in FY22YTD, largely driven by decreasing current assets 

Balance sheet

$'000 30-Jun-19 30-Jun-20 30-Jun-21 18-Jan-22

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 58 100 54 (62)

Trade and other receivables 502 354 339 80

Loans receivable 2,101 2,044 2,094 1,822

Stock on hand 1,047 1,001 1,000 1,013

Total current assets 3,708 3,498 3,486 2,853

Non-current assets

Plant and equipment 160 147 135 137

Motor vehicles 34 33 33 33

Goodwill 4 4 4 4

Total non-current assets 198 184 172 174

Total assets 3,906 3,682 3,658 3,027

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables (277) (230) (467) (879)

Borrowings (338) (556) (715) (6)

Superannuation payable (44) (50) (48) (42)

Provision for income tax 28 28  -  - 

Intracompany loans (consolidated)  -  -  - (146)

Total current liabilities (631) (809) (1,230) (1,073)

Non-current liabilities

Loans payable - unsecured (495) (495) (495) (495)

Loans payable - secured (1,449) (1,449) (1,475) (1,475)

Total non-current liabilities (1,944) (1,944) (1,970) (1,970)

Total liabilities (2,575) (2,753) (3,200) (3,043)

Net assets / (liabilities) 1,331 929 458 (16)

Source: Accountant prepared financial statements and MYOB accounting software
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(predominantly cash and cash equivalents, and trade receivables) and increasing current liabilities (predominantly 
trade receivables).  

 Loans receivable relate to the c.$1.2 million loan to Motorshades.  The balance of loans receivable relate to further 
funds loaned to related parties.  

 It is also noted that Borrowings reported in external accountant prepared financial statements comprise largely 
related entity/shareholder loans to Sun Block Blinds that are not recorded in management accounts of the 
Company.   

 The Administrators consider that Sun Block Blinds’ net asset position is overstated (and has been for several years) 
due to: 

− c.$1.2 million of the loans receivable balance, owed by Motorshades has been impaired from at least 
October 2017 when Motorshades entered administration.  Motorshades subsequently entered liquidation 
in November 2017; 

− the value attributed to stock appears to be significantly overstated likely due to it not being subject of 
regular review and adjustment.  The Administrators note that net proceeds of c$41k (excl. GST) were 
recovered from the sale of Sun Block Blinds’ stock and consumables prior to the appointment of 
Administrators (refer section 5.1.3 for further details); and 

− the value attributed to plant & equipment appears to be overstated, evidenced by net proceeds of c.$25k 
(excl. GST) received from the sale of Sun Block Blinds’ plant & equipment prior to the appointment of 
Administrators (refer section 5.1.4 for further details). 

 The FY22YTD balance sheet position has been updated by Sun Block Blinds’ external bookkeeper which includes 
some transactions relating to the winding down of operations and explains the reduction in trade debtors (due to 
collection) in FY22YTD.   

 The consolidation of FY22YTD management accounts for each division by the Administrators has resulted in a net 
intracompany loans liability of c.$146,000 relating to funds exchanged between the two businesses.  Due to the 
nature of the two businesses being controlled by the one entity, Sun Block Blinds, the Administrators do not 
consider that this figure represents a true liability of Sun Block Blinds.   

 Cash flow 

Sun Block Blinds did not maintain a cash flow forecast to track immediate receipts and payments and allow oversight of the 
immediate cash needs of the Business. 
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 Report on company affairs and property 

The Director presented a ROCAP for Sun Block Blinds to the Administrators on 30 January 2022.  The ROCAP is 
summarised below, together with the Administrators’ ERV in respect of Sun Block Blinds’ assets and liabilities. 

 

 Assets 

Set out below is commentary regarding the assets of Sun Block Blinds.    

 Cash on hand 

On appointment, Sun Block Blinds held c.$9,801 cash in a bank account with ANZ.  These funds were deposited into the 
Administration bank account.   

 Debtors 

Trade debtors totalling c.$51k were recorded in Sun Block Blinds’ management accounts, including c.$14k outstanding 
from related entity Budget Blinds & Shutters Australia Pty Ltd, which accounts for the reduction in balance reported in the 
Director’s ROCAP.  The Director has accounted for the c.$14k debtor amount within related party loans in section 5.1.6 
below.   

Upon appointment, the Administrators wrote to trade debtors to demand payment of amounts owed to Sun Block Blinds.  
To date, the Administrators have (i) collected a total of c.$11k, and (ii) confirmed a total of c.$7k had been paid to Sun 
Block Blinds prior to the appointment and is therefore uncollectable.   

The Administrators have assumed the recoverability of debtors is limited to current collections in the low scenario and full 
collection of remaining debtors in the high scenario.   

 Stock & consumables 

The Director disclosed an amount of c.$89k in relation to the net proceeds attributable to assets of Sun Block Blinds that 
had been sold via auction prior to the appointment of the Administrators, primarily comprising stock and consumables, 
but also includes P&E and motor vehicle proceeds.   

The proceeds from pre-appointment asset sales of the Company have been paid into the Administration bank account. 

The Administrators have been provided with a breakdown of the assets sold pre-appointment by Grays and also 
remittance advices relating to the c.$89k net proceeds paid to Sun Block Blinds’.  Following the Administrators 
reconciliation of this information, c.$41k is attributable to assets considered to be stock and consumables.  

Summary of financial position

ROCAP

$'000 Reference ERV High Low

Assets

Cash at bank 5.1.1  - 10 10

Debtors 5.1.2 37 25 11

Stock 5.1.3 89 41 41

Plant and equipment 5.1.4  - 25 25

Motor vehicles 5.1.5  - 35 35

Related party debtors / loan accounts 5.1.6 225 503  - 

Other assets 5.1.7  - 8 4

Total assets 350 648 126

Liabilities

Priority creditors 5.2.1 (344) (194) (194)

Secured creditors - EGPS Panossian Partnership 5.2.2 (1,477) (1,477) (1,477)

Unsecured creditors 5.2.3 (1,368) (1,586) (1,641)

Total liabilities (3,190) (3,257) (3,312)

Estimated deficiency before costs (2,839) (2,609) (3,186)

Administrators' ERV
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In addition to the stock and consumables realised prior to the appointment of the Administrators, it is understood that a 
significant amount of stock was disposed of in consultation with Grays due to the stock being bespoke in nature and 
having no commercial or saleable value. 

The Administrators note the recovery of c.$41k on account of stock and consumables is in comparison to a WDV in 
management accounts of c.$1 million.   

 Plant & equipment 

Prior to the appointment of the Administrators, Sun Block Blinds’ P&E comprised textile related equipment, power tools and 
limited office and storage furniture. 

The assets of Sun Block Blinds were realised via Grays run auctions prior to the Administrators’ appointment.  Based on the 
Administrators’ reconciliation of information provided by Grays, net proceeds of c.$25k were received in relation to the sale 
of P&E.  These proceeds have been received into the Administration bank account. 

 Motor vehicles 

Prior to the appointment of the Administrators, four motor vehicles comprising two delivery vans and two standard motor 
vehicles were realised via Grays run auctions.  Based on the Administrators’ reconciliation of information provided by 
Grays, net proceeds of c.$22k were received in relation to the sale of motor vehicles.  These proceeds have been received 
into the Administration bank account. 

In addition to the above, as at the date of the appointment of the Administrators, two forklifts remained in the possession 
of Grays awaiting sale.  The Administrators instructed Grays to realise the assets and net proceeds of c.$13k were received 
into the Administration bank account.   

 Related party loans 

The Director’s ROCAP disclosed related party debtors/loans receivable totalling c.$225k, comprising a loan to a 
shareholder/family member of the director of c.$210k and outstanding invoices totalling c.$14k owed by related entity 
Budget Blinds and Shutters Australia Pty Ltd.   

Based on management accounts, the Administrators have identified amounts totalling c.$503k as being reportedly owing 
to Sun Block Blinds from related parties, as shown in the table below:  

 

The Administrators are collating all available information in relation to the above loans receivable and intend to issue further 
correspondence to the relevant related parties shortly.  

 Other assets 

The Director’s ROCAP did not disclose any other assets.   

The Administrators have identified a number of small refunds due to Sun Block Blinds relating to pre-paid legal fees and 
pre-appointment overpayments of payroll tax liabilities and insurance. 

To date, the Administrators have recovered $3,773 of refunds due and expect to recover further refunds of c.$4k. 

 Liabilities 

The Director’s ROCAP provided a list of employee creditors and a list of other creditors, which included both secured and 
unsecured creditors.  Set out below is commentary regarding these liabilities and the Administrators’ estimate of the amounts 
owed to each class of creditor. 

Related party debtors / loans receivable

Director's ROCAP

$'000 ERV High Low

Director  - 199  - 

Family member of the director 210 210  - 

Budget Blinds & Shutters Aust Pty Ltd 14 93  - 

Motorshades Pty Ltd  -  -  - 

Total 225 503  - 

Source: Director's ROCAP, Administrator's estimates based consolidated MYOB balance sheets

Administrators' ERV
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 Priority creditors 

In October 2021, prior to the appointment of the Administrators, the Director ceased trading Sun Block Blinds and terminated 
the employment of all 14 staff. 

The Administrators have liaised with former employees and the Company’s bookkeeper to quantify the outstanding employee 
entitlements, including PILN and Redundancy entitlements, which are set out in the below table.  

 

The Administrators’ estimate of outstanding employee entitlements totals c.$366k, with c.$194k receiving of a priority 
pursuant to the Act. 

Unsecured employee claims comprise entitlements owed to the Director and direct family members after consideration is 
given to the statutory cap on priority claims for excluded employees pursuant to the Act.  

Given that Sun Block Blinds was a small business employer and employed less than 15 employees, pursuant to the Fair Work 
Act 2009 employees are not entitled to redundancy pay. 

In the event Sun Block Blinds is placed into liquidation, the FEG scheme will be made available for claims made by eligible 
priority creditors (i.e. former employees not related to the company).  Under FEG, priority creditors will be entitled to receive 
a portion of their claim (the principle item FEG does not pay is superannuation) from the Government, in advance of monies 
becoming available from Sun Block Blinds or if no funds are going to be available from Sun Block Blinds, subject to certain 
terms and conditions.   

Further information regarding FEG can be found at https://www.jobs.gov.au/fair-entitlements-guarantee-feg.    

 Secured creditors – EGPS Panossian  

EGPS Panossian is a subrogated secured creditor of Sun Block Blinds by virtue of an executed Deed of Assignment of 
Securities arising from the settlement of a loan to Sun Block Blinds from Westpac from the sale proceeds of property 
owned by EGPS Panossian (which comprise the Director and immediate family members). 

The Director’s ROCAP disclosed an amount of c.$1.5 million owing to EGPS Panossian as at the date of the Administrators’ 
appointment, which accords with the settlement of Westpac’s prior debt.   

By virtue of the (i) validity and enforceability of Westpac’s securities, and (ii) the executed Deed of Assignment of Securities 
between Westpac, Sun Block Blinds and EGPS Panossian, the Administrators consider that EGPS Panossian holds a valid 
and enforceable security interest over Sun Block Blinds entitling it to first ranking priority to the assets and undertakings of 
Sun Block Blinds.  

  

Outstanding employee entitlments

ROCAP

$'000 ERV Priority Unsecured

Wages & superannuation  - (2) (13)

Annual leave (171) (68) (104)

Long Service leave (122) (73) (49)

Pay in lieu of notice (51) (51) (7)

Redundancy  -  -  - 

Total (344) (194) (172)

Source:  Liaison with former employees, Company bookkeeper and MYOB management accounts

Administrators' ERV

https://www.jobs.gov.au/fair-entitlements-guarantee-feg
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 Unsecured creditors 

A summary of unsecured creditor liabilities per the Director’s ROCAP and Administrators’ estimates is set out in the following 
table: 

 

The Administrators’ make the following comments in respect to Sun Block Blinds’ unsecured creditors: 

 The Administrators estimate c.$65k is owed to trade creditors based on a combination of Company records and PODs 
received to date;   

 Statutory creditors total c.$444k claimed by the ATO in respect to outstanding BAS liabilities and lodgements; and 

 According to the Director’s ROCAP, related party unsecured claims total c.$834,000 with respect to outstanding rent 
liabilities, a further unsecured loan to Sun Block Blinds from EGPS Panossian.  The Administrators’ estimate includes an 
additional shareholder loan and unsecured employee claims owed to the Director and direct family members after 
consideration is given to the statutory cap on priority claims for excluded employees pursuant to the Act.   

Unsecured creditors

$'000 High Low

Trade creditors (52) (65) (65)

Statutory creditors (482) (444) (444)

Related party creditors (834) (1,077) (1,132)

Total (1,368) (1,586) (1,641)

Source: Director's ROCAP, Administrators' estimates and creditor proofs of debt to date

Administrators' ERVDirector's ROCAP 
ERV
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 Offences, insolvent trading and voidable transactions  

A key role of the Administrators is to investigate Sun Block Blinds’ affairs and determine whether any offences under the 
Act, or other relevant legislation, may have transpired, and to determine if any recovery from insolvent or voidable 
transactions could be pursued by the Liquidators (if appointed) for the benefit of creditors. 

These investigations are important to creditors as they: 

 provide context to Sun Block Blinds’ financial position and explain the conduct leading up to the Administrators’ 
appointment; 

 inform the likely return to creditors from a liquidation of Sun Block Blinds, should creditors resolve to place the 
Company into liquidation at the Second Meeting; and 

 allow creditors to fully assess and compare any DOCA Proposal, as the acceptance of such a proposal will avoid 
liquidation and forgo the prospects of any liquidator recovery actions for the benefit of the creditors. 

 Offences 

ARITA has issued an “Offences, Recoverable transactions and Insolvent trading” information sheet providing general 
information for creditors about insolvent trading and voidable transactions.  This information sheet is available from the 
ARITA website (http://www.arita.com.au).  If you are unable to access this website, please contact this office on  
(08) 6363 7600 to obtain a copy. 

Under the Act, the Administrators are obliged to investigate Sun Block Blinds’ business, property, affairs and financial 
circumstances.  These investigations are to be performed as soon as practicable after the administration begins in order to 
enable the Administrators to form an opinion about the future of Sun Block Blinds and so that creditors may make a fully 
informed decision on the future of Sun Block Blinds.   

Accordingly, the Administrators have conducted preliminary investigations in order to understand the events leading to 
their appointment and to identify potential recovery actions which may increase funds available to the creditors of Sun 
Block Blinds in liquidation. 

The findings from the Administrators’ preliminary investigations are detailed in the following sections.  Should Sun Block 
Blinds be placed into liquidation, which is likely in the absence of a DOCA proposal, then further detailed investigations 
will be undertaken. 

 Summary of matters investigated and Administrators’ preliminary view  

The primary focus of the Administrators’ preliminary investigations has been to ascertain whether there are actions which 
would be available to the Liquidators if appointed.   

In the time available, the Administrators have undertaken the following investigations to prepare this report and formulate 
an opinion on the future of Sun Block Blinds:  

 issued a ROCAP and questionnaire to the Director and considered the response; 

 reviewed Sun Block Blinds’ MYOB accounting files, other management accounts and made enquiries with the 
Company’s external accountants and bookkeeper; 

 reviewed the books and records of Sun Block Blinds, including prior year financial statements and statutory 
documents and various correspondence; 

 taken electronic images of Company IT infrastructure and reviewed imaged information as necessary; 

 held discussions with the Director and various other parties including former employees, suppliers and financiers 
regarding the affairs of Sun Block Blinds; and 

 conducted searches of publicly available information such as ASIC, the PPSR, DoT and the ATO registers. 

The Administrators’ preliminary investigations indicate that: 

 Sun Block Blinds has historically reported consecutive substantial annual net losses up to and including FY22 YTD;  

 Sun Block Blinds has historically supported underperforming Related Entities, and the Director and other related 
entity expenditure has impacted Sun Block Blinds’ financial position and available working capital;    
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 Whilst Sun Block Blinds has been recording a net asset position in its financial statements for FY19, FY20 and 
FY21, it is driven by reported stock on hand and related entity loans receivable, which appear to be overstated 
and/or uncollectable; 

 Absent unrecoverable related party loans and with the application of a reasonable reduction in stock on hand, the 
balance sheet position of Sun Block Blinds reports a substantial, long term and endemic net current and total 
liability position;  

 A number of director and related entity transactions have been identified that require further investigation in 
liquidation;  

 A number of payments made to the ATO during the relation back period totalling c.$50k have been identified, 
which may constitute unfair preference payments; and 

 A number of potential breaches of director duties have also been identified, which requires further investigation 
by a liquidator.    

Should Sun Block Blinds be placed into liquidation, further investigations will be considered by the Liquidators regarding 
the insolvency of the Company and specific transactions that may be voidable to a liquidator, and the commerciality of 
incurring costs to pursue any reasonable claim (including pursuing litigation should that become necessary).   

Whilst further investigations would be required by the Liquidators in the event of a winding-up, in the Administrators’ 
opinion, sufficient meaningful information is available in this report to assist creditors in making a fully informed decision 
regarding Sun Block Blinds’ future and to allow the Administrators to form a recommendation on which of the outcomes 
available is in creditors’ best interest. 

 Insolvency analysis 

The Act specifies that a company is solvent if, and only if, it is able to pay all of its debts as and when they fall due.  A 
company that is not solvent is insolvent. 

This is an important factor for the Administrators and creditors to understand, as the likely date of Sun Block Blinds’ 
insolvency will directly influence whether: 

 the offence of insolvent trading has been committed by the Director; 

 a claim for insolvent trading against the Director could be pursued by the Liquidators and the likely quantum of 
such a claim; and  

 other potential insolvent or voidable transactions could be pursued by the Liquidators (if appointed).  

The Administrators consider there were substantive indicators of insolvency evident with Sun Block Blinds for an extended 
period of time (likely years) prior to appointment.  Notwithstanding that, related entity liabilities whilst increasing were not 
enforced (or contemplated to be enforced).  Accordingly, the estimated date of insolvency of Sun Block Blinds is not 
straight forward nor finalised.   

The Administrators’ preliminary investigations indicate that Sun Block Blinds was likely insolvent from at least 
22 October 2021.  In forming this view, the Administrators note: 

 landlord arrears were evident since October 2020, and Sun Block Blinds was unable to pay its rent liabilities; 

 based on Company records, Sun Block Blinds’ net current asset position and liquidity was deteriorating, and under 
pressure from at least December 2020, and deteriorated further from June/July 2021;    

 ATO arrears increased significantly, doubling in value from January 2021 to 30 June 2021, totalling c.$330k at that 
time.  Current BAS liabilities whilst being reported were not paid and a prior payment arrangement was in default;  

 Unpaid trade creditors were trending upward and evidence of issues with suppliers became visible; and 

 the final interested party with regard to the going concern sale of business process undertaken by the Director 
withdrew their interest in the business leading to the Director ceasing to trade the Business on 22 October 2021 
and winding down operations.   

Whilst there are factors indicating insolvency prior to 22 October 2021 the point of insolvency is a complex matter and 
one that would require further investigation in the event Sun Block Blinds is placed into liquidation. 
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The Administrators have undertaken a preliminary review of the books and records of Sun Block Blinds to come to this 
conclusion, further details of which follow. 

The potential quantum of a claim against the Director for trading Sun Block Blinds whilst insolvent for the period from 
22 October 2021 to the appointment of the Administrators is less than c.$0.1 million.  Again, this is a complex matter and 
one that would require further investigation to confirm, and to determine the commerciality of any such claim.        

 Indicators of insolvency  

Solvency is a matter of law to be determined in light of all of the relevant facts and circumstances.  Definitively determining 
a date of insolvency is complex and is often based on a number of factors, each of which may themselves be complex and 
require detailed consideration.  

The Administrators have undertaken preliminary financial analysis and considered various indicators of insolvency to assess 
Sun Block Blinds’ position.   

 Profitability 

Sun Block Blinds’ monthly revenue and EBITDA since July 2019 is set out below. 

 

Accumulated EBITDA for the period from July 2019 to the appointment of the Administrators totalled an EBITDA loss of 
c.$1.11 million.  Sun Block Blinds recorded a monthly EBITDA profit for just one month in CY21.  

The overall trend of Sun Block Blinds’ EBITDA and financial performance is loss making and generally declining since at 
least July 2019.  Monthly EBITDA took a significant downturn from December 2020 and following a short period of positive 
EBITDA in June 2021, declined further without recovery from 1 July 2021.  

 Liquidity & net current asset position 

Sun Block Blinds’ net current asset position as reported in management accounts since July 2019 is set out below. It is 
important to note that Management accounts for Sun Block Blinds did not report all related party loans (debtor and 
creditor positions), which are excluded from the below analysis.   Related party loans were fully reported in accountant 
prepared end of year financial statements. 

Accordingly, the net current asset analysis performed on management accounts will not reconcile fully to section 4.2 
above, but remains indicative of Sun Block Blinds’ liquidity and trending current asset/liability position.  
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The Administrators make the following comments regarding the above analysis: 

 Sun Block Blinds has been in a position of declining net current assets since around December 2020, which gained 
increased momentum from around June 2021 to the appointment of the Administrators in January 2022. 

 Stock on hand accounts for between c.$0.9 million and c.$1.0 million during the period from 1 July 2019 to the 
appointment of Administrators.  As reported earlier, stock was realised by the Director prior to the appointment of the 
Administrators for c.$41k in total.    

If adjusted to account for the overstatement of stock, Sun Block Blinds records a net liability position from at least July 
2019, which deteriorates and became endemic from December 2020 onward.  

Collectively, this analysis demonstrates the deteriorating liquidity of Sun Block Blinds, particularly in CY21, though not in 
itself conclusive evidence of insolvency. 

 Creditor analysis 

The graph below sets out an analysis of Sun Block Blinds’ unsecured creditor profile (excluding the ATO) for the period 
from July 2019 to the appointment of the Administrators.  
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Sun Block Blinds’ trade creditor balance totalled c.$336k on appointment, which comprised outstanding rent owed to EGPS 
Panossian of c$284k dating back to October 2020.  Based on management accounts, the balance of c.$52k is owed to 11 
individual trade creditors.       

 Statutory liabilities 

 ATO 

The ATO have lodged a POD in the administration of Sun Block Blinds in the amount of c.$444k on account of its Running 
Balance Account deficit debt in respect of BAS amounts outstanding, comprising GST and PAYG liabilities. 

Based on the Administrators’ review of Company records, noting a response to our standard information request directed 
to the ATO has not yet been responded to by the ATO, we make the following comments in relation to Sun Block Blinds’ 
dealings with the ATO: 

 Sun Block Blinds first established a payment arrangement with the ATO in September 2019, prior to which the 
Running Balance Account liability fluctuated generally between c.$20k to c.$80k; 

 throughout FY20, the ATO’s liability steadily increased and regularly amounted to between c.$100k to c.$150k; 

 the most recent compliance with documented arrangements appears to have been as at December 2020, following 
which, regular payment were not maintained; 

 between January 2021 and 30 June 2021 the ATO Running Balance Account debt doubled in value and totalled 
c.$330k as at 30 June 2021, and deteriorated further thereafter; and 

 whilst Sun Block Blind’s running balance account with the ATO indicates a debt of c.$444k on appointment of the 
Administrators, this excludes the quarterly BAS statement for December 2021, which would likely further increase the 
ATO’s liability. 

 Date of insolvency 

Overall, the Administrators consider there were substantive indicators of insolvency evident with Sun Block Blinds for an 
extended period of time (likely years) prior to appointment.  Notwithstanding that, related entity liabilities whilst increasing 
were not enforced (or contemplated to be enforced) and assets of such related entities were arguably available to support 
Sun Block Blind’s failing operations.  Accordingly, the estimated date of insolvency of Sun Block Blinds is not straight 
forward nor finalised.   
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Based on Company records and circumstances understood to be the case, it is likely that Sun Block Blinds was insolvent 
from at least 22 October 2021 following withdrawal of the final interested party and cessation of the going concern sale of 
business process undertaken by the Director.   

In forming this view, the Administrators note: 

 Sun Block Blinds already long-term net current liability position deteriorated significantly during June 2021 and 
thereafter;  

 between January 2021 and 30 June 2021 the ATO Running Balance Account debt doubled in value and totalled 
c.$330k as at 30 June 2021, and declined further thereafter, without material payment;  

 Unpaid trade creditors continued trending upward and its ageing profile deteriorated further from 1 July 2021 and 
thereafter; and 

 the final interested party with regard to the going concern sale of business process undertaken by the Director 
withdrew their interest in the business leading to the Director ceasing to trade the business on 22 October 2021 
and winding down operations.          

The Administrators highlight that their view is preliminary, and if litigation were to be pursued in respect of the recovery of 
insolvent transactions (refer section 7.5), further detailed investigations would be required to establish with more certainty 
the date on which Sun Block Blinds became insolvent.  In particular, further and specific consideration would need to be 
given to (i) funds available to Sun Block Blinds from related entities to restore the Company’s solvency during the relevant 
period, and (ii) the actions taken by the Director at the time including to sell the business as a going concern and the 
subsequent cessation of trading and attempt to solvently wind up the Company.     

 Insolvent trading  

Other than in an action by ASIC, the Director may only be pursued for insolvent trading if Sun Block Blinds is placed into 
liquidation at the Second Meeting. 

Before a Court will order that a person pay compensation in respect of insolvent trading, a liquidator must establish that: 

 the person was a director of the company at the time the company incurred the debts that are the subject of the 
claim; 

 the company was insolvent at that time the debts were incurred or became insolvent by incurring the debt; 

 at that time, there were reasonable grounds for suspecting that the company was insolvent or would become 
insolvent by incurring the debt; and 

 the debt subject of the claim was wholly or partly unsecured and the creditors to whom the debts are owed have 
suffered loss and damage. 

 Quantum of claim 

Quantification of an insolvent trading claim is a highly complex matter that is dependent on a number of factors.   

Should an insolvent trading claim be pursued by the Liquidators, detailed investigations would be required to precisely 
quantify any insolvent trading claim.  These investigations would include consideration of each and every debt outstanding 
on the Administrators’ appointment, to determine whether it was incurred whilst Sun Block Blinds was insolvent, or caused 
Sun Block Blinds to become insolvent. 

Based on the preliminary date of insolvency of 22 October 2021, the potential quantum of a claim against the Director for 
debts incurred by Sun Block Blinds whilst insolvent for the period from 22 October 2021 to the appointment of the 
Administrators totals less than c.$0.1 million, comprising debt incurred that remain unpaid in relation to ordinary trade 
creditors and ATO liabilities.   

In this case, the overall materiality of the claim noting the relatively short period of the Company’s insolvency and the 
cessation of the business during that time (i.e. non-incurrence of further debt) would need to be weighed up against the 
costs to pursue such a claim, and the overall benefit to creditors. 

Recoverability of any insolvent trading claim against the Director is also subject potential defences available to the Director 
(refer section 6.4.3 below) and the Director’s financial position to meet such a claim should it be successful, and is 
therefore currently uncertain.  
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 Likely respondents  

The Director has been the sole director of Sun Block Blinds since its incorporation on 20 May 1998 (with the exception of 
one other director listed on the ASIC register as having been appointed as a director for one day only).  The 
Administrators have not yet concluded their investigations as to the existence of any further company officer respondents.   

As noted earlier in this report, the recoverability of claims against the Director are currently uncertain.  A liquidator, if 
appointed, would conduct further investigations into the recoverability of claims against the Director and/or other 
respondent.  

 Defences 

There are various defences available to directors in relation to an insolvent trading claim.  In summary they are: 

 the director had reasonable grounds to suspect that the company was solvent; 

 the director had reasonable grounds to believe or did believe that a competent reliable person was responsible 
for providing adequate information on the company’s solvency and that person fulfilled the responsibility and the 
director believed that at the time the debt was incurred, and considering the other debts existing at that time, the 
company was solvent and remained solvent; 

 whether the director obtained valid safe harbour advice;  

 the director was ill (and therefore did not take part in management of the company) at the time the debt was 
incurred; and 

 the director took reasonable steps to prevent the debt being incurred. 

The Administrators consider that the matters noted above in section 6.3 would have been known to the Director of Sun 
Block Blinds and should have provided reasonable grounds to suspect that Sun Block Blinds was, or was likely to become, 
insolvent.  Notwithstanding, the Director was seeking professional assistance in relation to the going concern sale of the 
Sun Block Blinds business and attempts to wind up operations on a solvent basis. 

Based on the Administrators’ preliminary review of the affairs of Sun Block Blinds, the Administrators expect the Director 
may have an argument for establishing defences based on reasonable grounds to suspect Sun Block Blinds was solvent in 
light of the going concern business sale process conducted from approximately August to October 2021, and the 
Director’s subsequent asset sale expectations.  

 Other factors 

Prior to commencing any proceedings, and in the event an avenue to a commercial recovery came to pass, further 
investigations would need to be undertaken in relation to the matters referred to above, and whether pursuing a claim to 
judgement would be in the interests of creditors.   

Those investigations will likely incur significant costs and the costs of any proceedings would also be material. 

Therefore, any potential insolvent trading claim must be considered in light of: 

 the availability of funding to pursue the litigation.  Should funding not be available then litigation funding would be 
necessary, which would likely erode the net return from litigation.  In the absence of appropriate funding (whether 
litigation funding or otherwise), even the strongest claim could not be successfully prosecuted; 

 the costs of litigation, which in respect of insolvent trading actions, can be significant and erosive to the net return; 

 general litigation risk, whereby any matter heard by the Court is subject to a level of risk that the claim will not be 
established or that a defence will be sustained; 

 the time taken to further investigate and prosecute the action, which if defended would likely exceed 12 months; and 

 the financial capacity of the defendant(s) to meet any successful judgement (which is severely impaired, refer section 
7.4.2).  

 Voidable transactions 

In the event that Sun Block Blinds is placed into liquidation at the Second Meeting, certain transactions that occurred at a 
time when Sun Block Blinds was insolvent (or caused Sun Block Blinds to become insolvent) and/or where the property of 
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Sun Block Blinds was disposed of or dealt with inappropriately, may be recovered by the Liquidators under Part 5.7B of the 
Act. 

This may result in, among other things, a requirement for a third party to return property to Sun Block Blinds and thereby 
increase the assets available to the Liquidators and creditors.  These are known as voidable transactions. 

Corporations Regulation 5.3A.02 requires the Administrators to specify whether there are any transactions that appear to the 
Administrators to be potentially voidable transactions in respect of which money, property or other benefits may be 
recoverable by a liquidator under Part 5.7B of the Act. 

Voidable transactions may include: 

 Unfair preference claims:  transactions between Sun Block Blinds and its creditors, resulting in an unsecured 
creditor receiving a greater amount than it would have received in a winding up.  These transactions must have 
occurred when Sun Block Blinds was insolvent or have caused Sun Block Blinds to become insolvent; 

 Uncommercial transactions:  transactions which a reasonable person in the place of Sun Block Blinds would not 
have entered into, taking into account the benefits and the detriment to Sun Block Blinds, the respective benefits 
to the other parties involved and any other related matters.  These transactions must have occurred when Sun 
Block Blinds was insolvent or have caused Sun Block Blinds to become insolvent; 

 Unfair loans:  a loan agreement where the interest or charges are considered to be extortionate.  Unfair loans 
made to Sun Block Blinds at any time prior to the Administrators’ appointment may potentially be overturned by 
the Liquidators, whether or not Sun Block Blinds was insolvent when the loan was entered into (or any time 
thereafter); and 

 Unreasonable director-related transactions:  transactions made to or on behalf or for the benefit of a director, or a 
close associate, which a reasonable person in the place of Sun Block Blinds would not have entered into, taking 
into account the benefits and the detriment to Sun Block Blinds, the respective benefits to the other parties 
involved and any other related matters and whether or not Sun Block Blinds was insolvent when the transaction 
was entered into (or subsequently became insolvent). 

To the extent that information has been available, the Administrators have conducted preliminary investigations in order to 
identify potentially voidable transactions, which may increase the funds available to creditors of Sun Block Blinds in the event 
of liquidation. 

 Unfair preference claims 

Pursuant to section 588FE of the Act a transaction constitutes an unfair preference if: 

 Sun Block Blinds and the creditor are parties to the transaction;  

 the transaction results in the creditor receiving from Sun Block Blinds, in respect of an unsecured debt, more than 
the creditor would receive if the transaction were set aside and the creditor were to prove for the debt in a 
winding up; 

 the payment was made within six months prior to Administrators’ appointment (Relation Back Period), being 
19 July 2021; and 

 the transaction is an insolvent transaction, having occurred at a time when Sun Block Blinds was insolvent or 
caused Sun Block Blinds to become insolvent.   

The Administrators have identified a number of payments made to the ATO during the relation back period totalling c.$50k.     
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 Uncommercial transactions  

A liquidator is able to recover money or property associated with transactions entered into by a company where: 

 a reasonable person in the company’s circumstances would not have entered into the transaction having regard to 
the benefit and detriment of the transaction; 

 the company is insolvent or becomes insolvent because of the transaction; and 

 the transaction occurred within two years of the appointment of administrators, four years if the transaction was 
with a related party or ten years if the transaction was entered into to defeat creditors. 

No uncommercial transactions have been identified to date which the Administrators consider may be capable of being 
pursued by the Liquidators (if appointed) for the benefit of creditors.  

 Unfair loans 

Pursuant to section 588FD of the Act, a liquidator is able to treat an unfair loan as voidable.  A loan is considered unfair if: 

 the interest on the loan was extortionate; or 

 the charges associated with the loan were/are extortionate. 

No unfair loans have been identified which the Administrators consider may be capable of being commercially pursued by 
the Liquidators (if appointed) for the benefit of creditors. 

 Unreasonable director related transactions 

Pursuant to section 588FDA of the Act a transaction is a voidable unreasonable director-related transaction where: 

 a transaction occurs between the company and a company director, or a close associate, for the benefit of a 
director or a director’s close associate; 

 a reasonable person in the company’s circumstances would not have entered into the transaction, having regard 
to the benefits and detriment to the company of entering the transaction; and 

 the transaction occurred within four years of the Administrators’ appointment. 

No unreasonable director related transactions have been identified within four years of the Administrators’ appointment, 
which the Administrators consider may be capable of being pursued by the Liquidators (if appointed) for the benefit of 
creditors. 

The Administrators’ however do note that further investigation is required to understand the nature of Company funds 
and/or resources paid to related entities without apparent benefit to Sun Block Blinds. 

Should Sun Block Blinds be placed into liquidation at the Second Meeting, the above transactions will be investigated and 
pursued where commercial to do so. 

 Recovery from company officers 

Recoverability of claims against the Director and/or related parties remains uncertain to date.  The Liquidators (if 
appointed) will investigate this further should further legal review deem any of the above claims commercial to pursue, 
noting the Director and relevant related parties are also substantial creditors of Sun Block Blinds.       
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 Breach of Directors’ duties 

A summary of common potential offences which the Administrators have considered in the course of undertaking their 
investigations is provided in the following table:    

 

Creditors should note that the list of offences in the table above is not an exhaustive list of all potential offences under the 
Act, but rather a summary list of offences more commonly committed. 

While further investigations are required in the event Sun Block Blinds is placed into liquidation, the Administrators’ 
preliminary investigations have identified evidence of potential breaches (largely pursuant to related party transactions and 
loans for which the Company appear to have received no benefit) pursuant to the following of the above sections: 

 Section 180 – Care and diligence; 

 Section 181 – Failure to act in good faith and in best interests of the corporation; and 

 Section 182 - Improper use of position. 

The Liquidators (if and when appointed) will give further consideration to the above and the Director’s discharge of his duties 
as part of any liquidator’s obligations to report to ASIC pursuant to section 533 of the Act. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Summary of common offences

Section Offence

180 Failure to discharge duties with reasonable degree of care and diligence.

181 Failure to act in good faith and in best interests of the corporation and for proper purpose.

182 Improper use of position to gain personal advantage or cause detriment to corporation.

183 Improper use of information to gain advantage or cause detriment to corporation.

184
Reckless or intentionally dishonest and failing to exercise powers and discharge duties in good faith and for a 
proper purpose.

206A Disqualified person managing corporation.

286 Failure to keep financial records.

1307 Falsification of books.

1401H Misleading or deceptive conduct.

Source: Corporations Act 2001
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 Estimated return to creditors  

In the event Sun Block Blinds is place into liquidation at the Second Meeting, the Administrators’ estimate the following 
return to creditors of Sun Block Blinds: 

 

The Administrators make the following comments regarding the estimated return to creditors in liquidation: 

 net proceeds from realisations of P&E (including motor vehicles) will be distributed to EGPS Panossian pursuant to the 
assignment of Westpac’s security, and will result in a substantial shortfall on that security. 

 the level of dividend, if any, to priority creditors will be determined by the quantum of any successful Liquidator 
recovery actions and/or recoveries from related party debtors/loan accounts.     

 former employees should be aware that in liquidation, FEG would likely operate to cover certain employee claims 
(subject to certain caps and excluding superannuation). 

Estimated return to creditors

$'000 Ref High Low

Available non-circulating assets

P&E (including motor vehicles) 5.1.4 & 5.1.5 60 60

Available assets to secured creditors (before costs) 60 60

Secured creditors

EGPS Panossian 5.2.2 (1,477) (1,477)

Available non-circulating assets to priority creditors  -  - 

Available circulating assets

Cash on hand 5.1.1 10 10

Pre-appointment debtors 5.1.2 25 11

Stock & consumables 5.1.3 41 41

Related party debtors / loan accounts 5.1.6 unknown  - 

Other assets 5.1.7 8 4

Liquidator recoveries 6.4 & 6.5 unknown  - 

Less: Legal fees (actual & forecast for VA & Liq) 7 (5) (5)

Less: Administrators' fees & disbursements (retrospective) Rem Report (68) (68)

Less: Administrators' fees & disbursements (prospective) Rem Report (10) (10)

Less: Liquidators' fees & disbursements (prospective) Rem Report (40) (40)

Available assets to priority creditors  -  - 

Priority employee creditors

Employee entitlements 5.2.1 (194) (194)

Available assets to unsecured creditors  -  - 

Estimated dividend to priority creditors (c/$) -                  -                  

Unsecured creditors

EGPS Panossian deficiency on GSA carried down 5.2.2 (1,417) (1,417)

Related party loans 5.2.3 (904) (959)

Statutory creditors 5.2.3 (444) (444)

Trade creditors 5.2.3 (65) (65)

Excluded employee entitlements 5.2.1 (172) (172)

Estimated unsecured creditor claims (3,003) (3,058)

Estimated dividend to unsecured creditors (c/$)  -  - 
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 Voluntary Administrators’ and legal fees and disbursements are in accordance with actual fees incurred to 11 February 
2022, and fees forecast to be incurred up to and including the Second Meeting.  Forecast Liquidators’ fees assume the 
Administrators are appointed Liquidators at the Second Meeting. 

 All remuneration payable to the Administrators is subject to the approval of creditors at the Second Meeting.  Full 
details are provided to creditors in the Remuneration Report enclosed at Appendix C. 

 A provision for future Liquidators’ fees of $40k is estimated based on likely work required to finalise asset recoveries, 
and undertake the necessary investigations incumbent on a liquidator.     

 In a liquidation scenario, unsecured creditors are estimated to receive nil return in the low and high scenario.   
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 Alternative courses of action and the Administrators’ recommendation  

The Administrators are required to provide creditors with a statement of their opinion about each of the courses of action 
in respect of which creditors are entitled to vote at the Second Meeting.   

The matters requiring the Administrators’ opinion are: 

 whether it would be in the creditors’ interest for Sun Block Blinds’ to execute a DOCA, should one be proposed; or 

 whether it would be in the creditors’ interest for the administration of Sun Block Blinds to end with control 
reverting back to the Director; or 

 whether it would be in the creditors’ interests for Sun Block Blinds to be wound up. 

In addition, creditors may resolve to adjourn the Second Meeting for up to 45 business days, however, this is a temporary 
postponement only and not an ultimate outcome from Administration.  

For the reasons that follow and in the absence of a viable alternative, the Administrators recommend that Sun Block 
Blinds be wound up.   

 DOCA 

A DOCA is a binding arrangement between a company and its creditors, members and directors governing how the 
company’s affairs will be dealt with.  It aims to maximise the chances of the company, or as much as possible of its business, 
continuing, or to provide a better return for creditors than an immediate winding up.  A DOCA binds all unsecured creditors, 
even if they voted against the proposal.  

No DOCA has been proposed and accordingly, this is not an option for creditors to consider. 

The Administrators do not recommend that a DOCA be executed.  

 Administration to end 

Creditors may consider ending the administration and returning the control of Sun Block Blinds to the Director.  Generally, 
such an outcome is only appropriate if Sun Block Blinds is found to be solvent or is otherwise restructured and returned to 
solvency whilst in Administration. 

As Sun Block Blinds is, and is expected to remain insolvent, the Administrators do not recommend that the 
Administration end and control be returned to the Director. 

 Sun Block Blinds be wound up 

Liquidation is generally recommended when no DOCA proposal has been received or where a DOCA proposal received does 
not provide for a better return to creditors or is subject to unacceptable risks. 

In the absence of a viable DOCA Proposal and given Sun Block Blinds’ insolvency, the Administrators recommend 
that Sun Block Blinds be wound up without further delay. 

 Adjournment of Second Meeting 

Although not an ultimate outcome that can be recommended, the Administrators do not consider that there is any benefit 
or utility in creditors adjourning the Second Meeting for an additional period as significant work to explore all possible 
outcomes has already been undertaken and all possibilities exhausted and doing so is only likely to increase costs.  
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 Remuneration 

We enclose a detailed report of our remuneration, called a Remuneration Report.  

The remuneration of the Administrators will be considered at the meeting of creditors convened for 23 February 2022. 

Information on the creditors meeting and proposed remuneration is enclosed. 

 

 

 

Rob Kirman 

Administrator 

 

 

 

Appendices: 

Appendix A: Administrators’ DIRRI  

Appendix B: Director’s ROCAP 

Appendix C: Remuneration Report 
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Sunblock Blinds (WA) Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 
ACN 082 696 615 
(“Sun Block Blinds”) 

The purpose of this document is to assist creditors with understanding any relevant relationships that we have with 
parties who are closely connected to Sun Block Blinds and any indemnities or upfront payments that have been 
provided to us.  None of the relationships disclosed in this document are such that our independence is affected. 

This information is provided so you have trust and confidence in our independence and, if not, you can ask for 
further explanation or information and can act to remove and replace us if you wish. 

This declaration is made in respect of ourselves, our partners, the firm McGrathNicol, which for the purpose of this 
declaration includes the McGrathNicol Partnership, the McGrathNicol Advisory Partnership and McGrathNicol 
Services Pty Ltd. 

We are Professional Members of the Australian Restructuring Insolvency Turnaround Association (ARITA).  We 
acknowledge that we are bound by the ARITA Code of Professional Practice. 

 

Independence 

We, Robert Kirman and Robert Brauer of the firm McGrathNicol have assessed our independence and we are not 
aware of any reasons that would prevent us from accepting this appointment. 

There are no other known relevant relationships, including personal, business and professional relationships that 
should be disclosed beyond those I have disclosed in this document. 

 

Circumstances of Appointment 

This appointment was referred to us by Travaglini Corporate Advisory (Travaglini).  On 24 October 2021, Mr Philip 
Couper of Travaglini contacted Mark Knight, a senior staff member of McGrathNicol, in relation to Sun Block Blinds 
to ask whether McGrathNicol would be able to consent to act in the event an insolvency appointment was required.  
On 25 October 2021, Mr Knight confirmed McGrathNicol were free of conflicts and could act. 

The referral of Sun Block Blinds to McGrathNicol by its financial advisor, Travaglini, does not result in a conflict of 
interest or duty and has not impeded our independence in acting as Voluntary Administrators because: 

it is entirely unconditional; 

although Travaglini refers insolvency engagements to McGrathNicol from time to time, each referral by 
Travaglini in relation to a particular entity is conducted on an entirely separate basis and is commenced 
only after full regard is given to potential conflicts of interest in relation to all interested parties; 

no prior engagements have been undertaken by McGrathNicol in relation to Sun Block Blinds; and 

referrals within the business community are commonplace and do not generally present any threat to 
independence to act.  

Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities (DIRRI) 
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There is no expectation, agreement or understanding between us and Travaglini regarding the conduct of the 
Administration and we are free to act independently and in accordance with the law and applicable professional 
standards. 

On 11 January 2021, Mr Dino Travaglini of Travaglini contacted Mr Kirman to request a meeting to discuss the 
financial position of Sun Block Blinds.   

A meeting subsequently took place on 14 January 2021 with Mr Emile Panossian (the sole Director) and its advisors, 
Travaglini (Mr Travaglini and Mr Couper) and Mr Kirman and a senior McGrathNicol staff member to gain a high 
level understanding of Sun Block Blinds’ operations and financial position and to discuss the various insolvency 
options available. 

In our opinion, this meeting does/do not affect our independence for the following reasons: 

It is recognised by the Courts and the CoPP that pre-appointment advice on the insolvency process and 
available options is necessary and does not amount to an impediment to accepting an appointment; and 

The nature of the advice provided, which involved receiving a background briefing and providing factual 
information about insolvency processes was such that it would not be subject to review and challenge during 
the course of the Administration.  Nor would the advice influence our ability to be able to fully comply with the 
statutory and fiduciary obligations associated with the Administration in an objective and impartial manner.  

We have provided no other information or advice to Sun Block Blinds, Mr Panossian and its advisors prior to our 
appointment beyond that outlined in this DIRRI.  

Declaration of Relationships 

Within the previous two years, have we, or our firm, had a relationship with: 

Sun Block Blinds?  Yes  No 
 

The directors?  Yes     No 
 

Any associates of Sun 
Block Blinds? 

 Yes     No 
 
An associate is a director or secretary of Sun Block Blinds, a related body corporate of 
Sun Block Blinds or a director or secretary of a related body corporate of Sun Block 
Blinds.  A related body corporate includes the holding company of Sun Block Blinds, a 
subsidiary of Sun Block Blinds and a subsidiary of the holding company of Sun Block 
Blinds. 
 
We have not had any prior relationships with any associates of Sun Block Blinds. 

A former insolvency 
practitioner appointed 
to Sun Block Blinds? 

 Yes     No 
 
 

A secured creditor 
entitled to enforce a 
security over the 
whole or substantially 
the whole of Sun 
Block Blinds’ property? 

 Yes     No 
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Do we have any other relationships that we consider are relevant to creditors assessing our 
independence? 

 Yes     No 

 

Indemnities and up-front payments 

We have not received any up-front payments or indemnities for this appointment.  This does not include any 
indemnities I may be entitled to under the law. 

Dated:  21 January 2021 

 

 

 

...........................................................................    .............................................................................. 
Robert Kirman       Robert Brauer 

Note: 

1. The assessment of independence has been made based on an evaluation of the significance of any threats to 
independence and in accordance with the requirements of the relevant legislation and professional Standards. 

2. If the circumstances change or new information is identified, we are required under the Corporations Act 2001 
and the ARITA Code of Professional Practice to update this Declaration and provide a copy to creditors with our 
next communication, as well as table a copy of any replacement Declaration at the next meeting of the 
insolvent’s creditors.  For Creditors’ Voluntary Liquidations and Voluntary Administrations, this document and any 
updated versions of this document are required to be lodged with ASIC. 

3. Please note that the presentation of the above information is in accordance with the standard format suggested 
by ARITA. 
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